
 

 

AIA Parents’ Welcome Intro 
 

     Hello Parents and Guardians. My name is Nick Vujicic. I am the inspiration 
behind your child’s social-emotional learning curriculum: Attitude is Altitude. The 
name of this program and foundational ideals came from the idea your attitude 
determines your ability to succeed. It is often said, "Life is 10 percent of what 
happens to you and 90 percent of how you react to it." How your child 
responds to challenges, approaches change, and deals with difficulties - even 
how they think about themselves - are all key factors to success in life. I know 
when I was in school that my biggest struggle was not necessarily the lack of 
limbs but the decisions that I made to help overcome such a challenge. I needed 
safety to feel that I could share what I felt with someone to help not feel alone 
more than anything. It is hard to have forward thinking abilities - believing 
there's a bright future ahead- when depressed, confused or experiencing the 
feeling of isolation with the values and attitudes learned in my childhood by 
those around me. I hope that together, we can see how to overcome struggles 
in life. In school, your child will be learning about the five core competencies of 
social-emotional learning.  
     This framework was developed by Collaborative for Academic Social and 
Emotional Learning or CASEL. CASEL defines social- emotional learning as the 
process through which children and adults acquire and effectively apply the 
knowledge, attitudes, and skills necessary to understand, and manage emotions, 
set and achieve positive goals, feel and show empathy for others, establish and 
maintain positive relationships and make responsible decisions. Social Emotional 
Learning or SEL in school tends to increase academic achievement, attendance, 
pro-social behaviors and reduce depression and stress. A key to success is 
making SEL connections in the classroom as a school with families, and in your 
community. Throughout the school year, your child will actively explore 
concepts in personal growth while gaining skills in critical thinking and 
interpersonal interactions. As your child progresses through the units, you will 
receive an overview of the unit and tips on how you can support this learning 
for growth at home and in your community. This curriculum supports your 
child's self-discovery. What a wonderful opportunity to work alongside your 



 

 

child making goals, observations and guiding your child towards being successful 
both in and out of school. I'm so excited for the growth that you and your child 
will experience in the coming weeks and months. I love you and I truly hope that 
you enjoy this journey together. 


